QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY HONOURS

CHAIR OF MATERIALS SCIENCE

The University learned with pleasure that two
members of the University Council were honoured in the
Queen's Birthday List.

Dr. I.J. Polmear has been appointed to the Ch;
Materials Science in the Faculty of Engineering.

Mr. J.A. Forrest has been created a Knight Bachelor
for services to the community and Dr. T.E. Lowe has been
created a Commander of the British Empire for services to
Medicine.
Sir James has been a member of the University
Council since 1965. He is Chairman of Australian Consol
idated Industries Ltd.; Chairman of the National Bank of
(
Australasia Ltd.; Director, Principal Board and Chairman,
Victorian Branch Board Australian Mutual Providence Society;
Director, Drug Houses of Australia Ltd.; Senior Partner,
Hedderwick Fookes and Alston, Solicitors; Member of Scotch
College Council; Member of the Board of Research of the
Royal Children's Hospital Research Foundation; and Member
of the State Executive Committee of the Australian Boy
Scouts Association, Victorian Branch.
Dr. Lowe has been a member of the University Council
since 1963. He is Director of the Baker Medical Research
Institute (including Clinical Research Unit) Alfred Hospital;
Chairman Executive Committee and Member Medical and Scien
tific Committee, Anti-Cancer Council, Victoria; Chairman,
Medical and Scientific Advisory Committee and Member Exec
utive Committee, National Heart Foundation, Victorian
Division; Member Medical and Scientific Advisory Committee,
National Heart Foundation, Australia; Member Advisory
Council Life Insurance Medical Research Fund of Australia
and New Zealand; Member Cancer Institute Board, Melbourne.
PROFESSOR BRYAN HUDSON

(

Dr. Polmear is at present a principal researcl
scientist with the Aeronautical Research Laboratorie
Melbourne.
He is a graduate of the University of Me.
ourne taking his Bachelor of Metallurgical Engineeri1
1949, Master of Science in 1956 (thesis entitled "A :
of Ageing in Aluminium-Copper and Aluminium-Copper-T:
Alloys") and Doctor of Engineering in 1965 (thesis e1
ti tIed "Investigations of Aluminium Alloys with Spec:
Reference to Aircraft Applications").

Dr. Polmear's main research activities and in
are age hardening phenomena in aluminium alloys, devi
ment of improved aluminium alloys; fatigue in metals
alloys,problems in aluminium alloy technology; therl
dynamics of alloy systems; and hypersaturated alloys
is a Fellow of the Institution of Metallurgists, Lon(
and a Member of the Institute of Defence Science, Au:
He has travelled extensively overseas and has publis]
widely.

Dr. Polmear represented Australia in athletic:
the British Empire and Commonwealth Games in New Zea:
1950.

He is married with three children and is expel
take up his appointment in August.

(

ALEXANDER THEATRE
During the month of July you can see:

Professor Bryan Hudson (Medicine) has been elected
a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians.
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Wednesday 5th

"A Patch of Blue" (film)

1.30

Wednesday 12th to
Saturday 15th

"The Wicked Cooks It by Gunter Gl
(Staff Theatre Group)
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"The Wicked Cooks" by Gunter Grass
(Staff Theatre Group)
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ALEXANDER THEATRE (cont.)

THANK YOU

Mc-ad.a.y 17th to
Saturday 22nd
(except for Thursday 20th
but with Matinee on
Saturday 22nd July)

"Pygmalion" by George
Bernard Shaw

The Editorial Committee thanks members of st.
responded to its request for comments on the Reportl

Thursday 20th

"The Guns of Navaronne" (film)
1.30 p.m. and 7.30 p.m.

(Therry Society)

NUFFIELD FOUNDATION
Special Study Grants for Australian Scholars:

There will be the usual lunch-hour concerts arranged
by the Department of Music every Monday commencing 1.10 p.m(
sharp.

The Australian Advisory Committee of the Nufj
Foundation.has been empowered to recommend the awar<
small number of grants to established scholars and ]
workers whose work would benefit greatly by a perio<
in the United Kingdom.

ORGANIZING OF TECHNICAL CONFERENCES
A very useful booklet "Notes for the Guidance of
Technical Conference Committees", has recently been pub
lished by the Institution of Engineers, Australia. This
booklet could be most helpful to anyone who has to arrange
a conference.
Copies are available in the Hargrave Library.

Applications will normally be considered by
Australian Advisory Committee in April and October c
should be submitted to the Secretary, The Nuffield I
ation, Australian Advisory Committee, Chemistry Labc
Redmond Barry Building, University of Melbourne, Pal
Victoria, from whom copies of the application form n
obtained.

OPEN DAY

The closing dates for applications are 1st FE
and 1st August.

Monash held its first Open Day on Saturday 17th
June 1967.
In spite of clouds and drizzle the University
was crowded by 3 p.m.
It is estimated that 15,000 people
visited the campus during the day, with a maximum of ten
to twelve thousand in the late afternoon.
Four thousand
cars were squeezed into the grounds.
Departments taking part must have felt well re
warded not only by the numbers of people but by the interest
shown by individuals.
In some departments the scene re
sembled a Myer's Sale.
Mr. Peter O'Brien, the Executive Officer of the
Open Day Committee, has asked that his thanks be conveyed
to the many people who made the day a success.
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Grants for Research Projects in Australia:

<.

One of the Foundation's main activities in AL
is the support of research programmes which are cone
with specifically Australian topics or for whose dev
special facilities exist in Australia.
In the past,
has as a result been directed largely to the biologi
anthropological fields, but the Foundation does not
arily wish to confine its activities to these field
the future, a greater interest in the humanities and
ogical topics is likely, but any type of scholarly p
will be considered.

Applications for research grants may be submi
at any time but, except in special circumstances, wi
considered by the Australian Advisory Committee only
page
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is the support of research programmes which are concerned
)with specifically Australian topics or for whose development
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In the past, support
has as a result been directed largely to the biological and
anthropological fields, but the Foundation does not necess
arily wish to confine its activities to these fields.
In
the future, a greater interest in the humanities and sociol
ogical topics is likely, but any type of scholarly project
will be considered.
Applications for research grants may be submitted
at any time but, except in special circumstances, will be
considered by the Australian Advisory Committee only in
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NUFFIELD FOUNDATION (c ont • )

GIFTS AND GRANTS

April and October. Applications for consideration in
April should reach the secretary no later than 1st
February, and those for consideration in October no later
than 1st August. No late applications will be considered
but will be held over until the following meeting of the
Advisory Committee.

Imperial Chemical Industries of Australia and
Zealand Limited has donated to the University a Siri
computer and Frieden Sirius coded flexowriter.
In r
for the donation of this equipment the University wi
make avaLlable to I.C.I AoN.Zo a Sirius Computer' fac
for up to forty hours per month.

Ten copies of an application should be submitted to
the Secretary, The Nuffield Foundation Australian Advisory
Committee, Chemistry Laboratory, Redmond Barry Building,
University of Melbourne, Parkville.

A collection of items of anthropological inte
has been donated to the Department of Anthropology a
Sociology by Mrs. Clive Rowan. These items belonged
ller father, the late Sir Baldwin Spencer. Mrs. Rowa
has also presented three of her father's books.

(

.

(

The University has received a copy of a praye
book printed by B.L. Monash in Krotoschin from Profe
H.J. Cowan, Department of Architectural Science, Uni
of Sy drre y ,

THE GOODYEAR INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION FELLOWSHIP
Goodyear International Corporation have established
a fellowship programme for advanced study of engineering
at a leading university in the United States.

$500 to the Department of Chemical Engineerir
Monsanto Chemicals (Aust.) Ltd.

It will provide four fellowships annually for one
year of postgraduate studies at Akron University in Akron,
Ohio, U.SoA. Value of a fellowship to an Australian re
cipient would be about $5,000.

Sir Daryl Lindsay has presented to the UniveI
two woodcuts and an etching by his brother Lionel Li

A grant of $7,500 to Dr. J. McD. Armstrong
(Biochemistry) from the United States Public Health
and $3,000 to Professor J. Bornstein (Biochemistry)
Merck, Sharp and Dohme (Aust.) for studies related 1
structure and mechanism of action of pituitary polYI
derived from growth hormones.

The fellowships will be awarded to graduates who
reside outside the United States and Canada and have a
degree in mechanical engineering, chemical engineering,
electrical engineering or chemistry.
Enquiries concerning the fellowship programme should
be directed to Mr. G.F. Byer, Personnel Manager, The Good
year Tyre and Rubber Co. (Australia) Limited, P.O. Box 21,
Granville, N.S.W.

A.UGUST MEETING OF COUNCIL
At its meeting on Monday 19th June 1967, Council
agreed to change the date of the August 1967 meeting of
the Council from 14th August t~ Monday 7th August 1967 at
3 p.m.
page five

~
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

---

In addition to letters to the editor, the
Editorial Committee welcomes articles from members (
staff on issues of scholarship not confined within (
partmental boundaries.
Contributions should be typE
should not exceed 500 words.

pal
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Copies of these aero
photographs may be ordered thr
h the
Vice-Chancellor's Ot _.J.ce, extension 2002 or 2003. Pho . ~raphs 10" x 8
are $1.40 each or 0
six prints of the s ~ h~graph. Other
sizes may be ordered

11

A comprehensive file of photographs of the University, taken by
Wolfgang Sievers is also available for inspection and orders will be taken.

Copies of these aer 7
photographs may be ordered thr gh the
Vice-Chancellor's O f~~ce, extension 2002 or 2003. Pho ~~raphs 10" X 8"
are $1.40 each or ~ ~ six print s of the saw~h~~graph.
Other
sizes may be ordered
A comprehensive file -of photographs of the University~taken by
Wolfgang Sievers is also available for inspection and orders will be taken.

NOBODY LOVES A BUSINESS OFFICER

NOBODY LOVES A BUSINESS OFFICER (cont.)

The rollowing is an extract rrom 'College and University
Business' - December, 1966 by Raymond M. Krehel, Treasurer,
Colgate University, Hamilton, New York.

J. His approach to bUdgeting can have a grea
impact on business orrice relations with the rest or
academic community. The educational budget must be
developed by the chier academic administrator and, i:
programme requests cannot be rully supported within
available runds, the chier academic administrator anc
the business orricer must determine what programmes i
be cut back, psotponed or eliminated.

"Much or the criticism or business orricers centres
on the suspicion that business decisions are being made at
the expense or educational decisions by administrators who
know little and care less about the educational objectives
or the institution.
Such criticisms arise rrom the lack or
understanding or his role, a lack or understanding on the
part or the business orricer, the educator, and others With(
whom he associates.
Robert Merry, or the Harvard Business School, has
suggested that the academic dean sees the business orricer
as an opponent, while the raculty sees him as 'the master
or the technicality, the slave to the regulation •.•.• a
little man, one not concerned with education, but rather a
lover or rules and procedures, and an inhabitant or that
crass world or business, prorit making and greed.'
A
rormer university president once wrote or the business
orricer as a 'potential enemy.'

~

The nature or the business orricer's runction is
rundamentally dirrerent rrom that or the teaching raculty,
and conrusion and misunderstandings orten develop. The
rollowing precepts are basic to the proper understanding
or the role by business orricers and educators alike.
1. The business orricer must understand the
objectives or the institution and should be able and
willing to discuss educational ideas intelligently. He
should not rrustrate educators by suggesting that ' i t
sounds like a good idea, but there is no money.'
2.
In an educational institution, there is no
money prorit goal.
Programmes .and policies are considered
in terms or what they can do educationally and the job well
done is measured in terms or educational merit.
The most
expensive programmes may be the most important and desire
able.

.

,
\

•

(

4. New programmes should never be rejected be
or lack or runds but only because they are not now mc
important than those now being supported with the aVe
runds. The question should not be whether an institl
can arrord an expenditure, but rather, how can it rir
runds to support important new educational programme~
Conversely, the ract that an institution has enough n
to support new programmes does not make the programme
worthwhile.

5. The management or auxiliary enterprises is
important area or concern to the business orricer and
decisions in this area are mainly rinancial ones. Au
enterprises which drain educational dollars or divert
attention and manpower rrom the main job or the insti
should not be tolerated ror long. They can be import
sources or educational dollars and must be run errici
ir the institution's entire programme is to be most
errective.

Unrortunately, many needs are not satisried ow
to the lack or runds, and business orricers are someh
( leld responsible. The progressive department is the
that usually has the lowest opinion or the business 0
ror it never seems to have enough space, equipment or
and is continually trying to do something about it.
reels that its programmes are more important than man
activities on campus and it is annoyed with anyone wh
not immediately agree. The bus Lrie s-s o f'f'd.c e r- s houj d h.
high respect ror this department and should not becom
irritated when the arguments are expounded. He shoul,
inSist, however, that arguments be presented in terms
educational merit and he should object when they are:
sented on any other grounds.
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The question should not be whether an institution
can afford an expenditure, but rather, how can it find
funds to support important new educational programmes.
Conversely, the fact that an institution has enough money
to support new programmes does not make the programmes
worthwhile.
5.. The management of auxiliary enterprises is an
important area of concern to the business officer and
decisions in this area are mainly financial ones. Auxiliary
enterprises which drain educational dollars or divert
attention and manpower from the main job of the institution
should not be tolerated for long. They can be important
sources of educational dollars and must be run efficiently
if the institution's entire programme is to be most
effective.
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:ntally different from that of the teaching faculty,
.rusion and misunderstandings often develop.
The
.ng precepts are basic to the proper understanding
role by business officers and educators alike.

1. The business officer must understand the
.ves of the institution and should be able and
: to discuss educational ideas intelligently. He
not frustrate educators by suggesting that ' i t
like a good idea, but there is no money.'

LOVES A BUSINESS OFFICER (cant.)
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~

Unfortunately, many needs are not satisfied owing
to the lack of funds, and business officers are somehow
~eld responsible. The progressive department is the one
that usually has the lowest opinion of the business officer,
for it never seems to have enough space, equipment or staff,
and is continually trying to do something about it.
It
feels that its programmes are more important than many
activities on campus and it is annoyed with anyone who does
not immediately agree. The busines's officer should have a
high respect for this department and should not become
irritated when the arguments are expounded. He should
insist, however, that arguments be presented in terms of
educational merit and he should object when they are pre
sented on any other grounds.
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NOBODY LOVES A BUSINESS OFFICER (cont.)

STAFF THEATRE (cont.)

The nature of the business officer's job is con
fusing.
He discusses business problems and academic
programmes interchangeably with educators and businessmen.
He invests money for profit with one hand and spends it
'unprofitably' with the other.
He tries to assure trustees
and others that the institution is a financially sound
operation while he assures the faculty that a sound
educational operation is his main concern. He rarely
succeeds in convincing anyone that he has a proper under
standing of the job.

affinities between the rival groups of the cooks anc
rival political groups in pre-war Germany.
On anott
level he represents a human ideal, the self-sufficie
individual, whose independence and inner strength ca
be tolerated by the totalitarian forces in a threate
society.

The successful business officer must listen to all
who are concerned with the programmes of the institution
as he attempts to administer its business affairs.
His
ability to manage those affairs effectively and efficiently,
from an educational point of view, will enable the prog
rammes to prosper in a proper educational environment over
the long term.
This, as I see it, is the continuing
challenge of his job."

l!'

..

The action of the play belongs to the realm of the
spy thriller.
Nobody knows who has the recipe for the
magic soup, but it is suspected that Herbert Schymansky,
whose name in German suggests a man who loves his food,
and who is also known as the Count, could supply the recipe
if he chose.
On one level Schymansky's plight is that of the
ordinary man caught up against his will in a political
power struggle - many references in the play suggest
page eleven

MONASH FILM GROUP
The Monash Film Group has altered its screeni
arrangements in order to allow staff to take a more
interest in the Society.
Films of interest to both
general cinema-goer and the ardent film enthusiast a
shown by the Group on Wednesday afternoons and Frida
evenings, and Members' Nights are held on every alte
Wednesday. On these nights a "heavier" programme is
and it is hoped that discussions will be held in con
tion with these screenings.
Visitors are welcome at
Members' Nights.

STAFF THEATRE
"The Wicked Cooks", which the Staff Theatre will be
presenting in the Alexander Theatre on July 12th to 15th,
is an allegorical fantasy.
It relies on the evocative
force of a few reiterated symbols - the cook, who belongs
to a tight-knit hierarchy and observes time honoured con
ventions and rituals in his daily work, the special soup,
which is expected to earn the undying loyalty of the res
taurant's clientele, the trupmpet used by the chef to form
the cooks into a united front against a hostile world.
~

Formally, the play is a brilliant exercise in
expressionist techniques. The scenes are conceived
realistically, but with an exciting use of surrealis
settings, dances, and scenes whose action borders on
fantasy.
It is a dramatic experience no one will wa
miss. Bookings - Alexander Theatre, extension 3992.

t

If members of staff are interested in the Gro
activities, or are willing to write for the magazine
speak at discussions,please contact the secretary, S
Ioannou, c/- Film Group, Union.

~

BALLROOM

D~NCING

A new 60/40 dancing class has been organized
staff members and part-time students who cannot atte
regular afternoon lessons. The class is being held
Rumpus Room (ground floor Union) every Thursday at 5
and admission is 30¢ for non-members and 20¢ for mem
All popular modern ballroom dances will be taught.
Enquiries - 90-1004.
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LOVES A BUSINESS OFFICER (cont.)

STAFF THEATRE (cont.)
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)
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truggle - many references in the play suggest
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Formally, the play is a brilliant exercise in
expressionist techniques. The scenes are conceived semi
realistically, but with an exciting use of surrealistic
settings, dances, and scenes whose action borders on dream
fantasy.
It is a dramatic experience no one will want to
miss. Bookings - Alexander Theatre, extension 3992.

'"

r

.

If members of staff are interested in the Group's
activities, or are willing to write for the magazine or
)speak at discussions ,please contact the secretary, Simon
Ioannou, c/- Film Group, Union .

BALLROOM DANCING
A new 60/40 dancing class has been organized for
staff members and part-time students who cannot attend the
regular afternoon lessons.
The class is being held in the
Rumpus Room (ground floor Union) every Thursday at 5.30 p.m.
and admission is 30¢ for non-members and 20¢ for members.
All popular modern ballroom dances will be taught.
Enquiries - 90-1004.
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DEPARTMENTAL NEWS (cont.)

DEPARTMENTAL NEWS OF GENERAL INTEREST

Professor Ken-ichi Inada, Professor of Economics, 1
Metropolitan University, and Visiting Profes
University of N.S.W.
Professor Hirofumi Uzawa, Professor of Economics, (
University, and recently Visiting Professor
Cambridge University.
Mr. E.W. Tipping, Journalist.
Mr. Phillip Thorson and Mr. R.G. Chandavarkar, IntE
Monetary Fund, Washington, U.S.A.

ANATOMY
Dr. D.G. Silva has been promoted to the position of
Associate Professor.
Dr. ADS. Wilson, Senior Lecturer, has been awarded
an M.D. by Glasgow University for a thesis entitled
"Investigations of the Innervation of the Diaphragm in
Cats and Rodents with Special Reference to the Phrenic
Nerve in Cats".

..

Recent visitors to the Faculty were:

CLASSICAL STUDIES
The Department was visited in May by Professor
H.D.F. Kitto a most distinguished scholar and critic of
Greek Drama.
Professor Kitto, ~10 has only recently re
tired from the Chair of Greek in the University of Bristol,
Eng-Larid , is the author of two of the most basic works con
cerning Greek Dr-ama - "Greek Tragedy" and "Form ann. Meaning
in Drama". He has also published other works, the most well
known of which is "The Greeks".
While at Monash Professor
Kitto gave two lectures, one on "The Gods in Greek Tragedy",
the other upon the "Oedipus Tyrannus".

•

FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICS
t

Recent visitors to the Faculty were:
Professor E. K~dourie, Professor of Political Theory at
the London School of Economics.
Professor J.F. Kain, Professor of Economics, Harvard
University, Visiting Economist at the Commonwealth
Bureau of Roads.
Professor W.G. Dewald, Professor of Economics, Ohio State
University, Visiting Economist at the Reserve Bank
of Australia.
Dr. W.M. Corden, Professor Fellow, Department of Economics,
School of Pacific Studies, Australian National
University, and recently appointed Nuffield Reader
in International Economics at Oxford University.
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FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

Mr. Igon Stern, Senior Assistant Director-General,
Navigational Aids, Mechanical Services, Elec
Services, Department ot' Civil Aviation.
Dr. J.F. Davidson, Reader, Department of Chemical E
ing, Cambridge University.
Dr. Badri, Indian Institute of Technology
Dr. Peter Joubert, Department of Mechanical EngineE
University of Melbourne.
Mr. R.S. Minchin, Department of Mechanical Engineer
University of Western Australia.
Professor W. Johnson, Department of Mechanical Engj
Manchester University.
Mr. J.L. Duncan, University of Manchester InstitutE
Science and Technology.
Mr. E. Szomanski, Australian Atomic Energy Commissj
Research Establishment, Lucas Heights.

\
~

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Professor Otto J.M. Smith delivered a series
lectures at the University of Queensland on June 6t
8th.
In the Department of Economics he spoke on:
Predictors in Economics; Instrumental Variables for
Identification; and Macrodynamical Growth Model usj
-Output Matrix.
In the School of Engineering he spoke on:
Identification Computer; Adaptive Control Systems;
Predictors.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Professor Otto J.M. Smith delivered a series of
lectures at the University of Queensland on June 6th and
8th.
In the Department of Economics he spoke on:
Predictors in Economics; Instrumental Variables for System
Identificationj and Macrodynamical Growth Model using Input
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In the School of Engineering he spoke on:
Identification Computer; Adaptive Control Systems; and
Predictors.
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DEPARTMENTAL NEWS (cont.)

ENGLISH
Mr. H.P. Sucksmith who took up his appointment at
the beginning of second term has received a Ph.D. from the
University of Nottingham for a thesis on the narrative art
of Charles Dickens.
CAR FOR SALE

)

Ford Cortina 1500, only seven months old, excellent
condition and still under guarantee. Heater and safety
belts. Owner going overseas.
$1,800. Ring extension 2207.
HOUSE FOR SALE
Rowville. Two years old, sixteen square, split level
besser brick veneer. Large lounge (24' x 14') open fire
plus oil heater, large luxurious kitchen, three bedrooms,
study.
Curtains, blinds, floor coverings, etc. included.
82 ft. frontage on high sloping block, "garden wellestab
lished, magnificent views.
5 - 10 minutes drive from
Monash.
$15,900.
Contact Mr. D.I. Allen, extension 2931
or 795-2263.
APOLOGY
The Editors wish to apologize for the delay in the
production and distribution of the May Reporter.

Copy for the July edition of the Reporter closes on
Monday, lOth July.
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